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TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL OPENING 
SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY NIGHT 
Beginning with this issue, all ~ 
copies of "The Tripod" will be ~ 
dispensed from the Union. No ~ 
copies hereafter will be delivered ~ 
to the Fraternity Houses. I 
TRINITY DOWNS WORCESTER TECH 
IN FIRST HOME GAME OF SEASON 
President Ogilhy and 
. Professor Oosting 
to Speak 
SWIMMING EXHIBITIONS 
Members of Yale and Wesleyan 
Swimming T eanns to Compete 
-Squash Racquet Game 
Planned 
In accordance with the tentative 
plans of the trustees, the dedication 
of the Trowbridge Memorial will take 
place on Saturday, October 19, at 8 
HAVERFORD TO OPPOSE 
TRINITY THIS SATURDAY 
Game to Mark Resumption of 
_Sport Relations Between 
the Two Colleges 
The Blue and Gold football team, 
inspired by its hard-earned victory 
over Worcester Tech, meets Haver-
ford this Saturday on the local grid-
iron. The game will mark the re-
sumption of athletic relations between 
Trinity and Haverford, inasmuch as 
the last game between the two insti-




Dorrance Coles President; 
Edward Taggard New 
Business Manager 
PLAYS PLANNED 
Local Men's Club May Sponsor 
Performances of Society; 
Members Requested to 
Suggest Plays. 
FALL TRACK MEET TO 
BE HELD OCTOBER 18 
Coach Oosting Well Pleased 
with Progress of Large 
Track Squad 
On Friday, October 18, Coach Oost-
ing will hold the annual fall track 
meet. This is to be an informal con-
test which every man is invited to 
enter. All the events including the 
weight and pole vault events will be 
Blue and White Scores 
Touchdown in Final 
Quarter 
SCORE 7 TO 6 
Phippen Scores an Extra Point; 
Linesmen Hold Worcester 
for Dow:ns When Goal 
is Threatened 
A revamped Trinity eleven, show-run off. The object of this meet is 
ing more scrap than has been seen to bring out all the men who offer Trinity on the winning end. 
Thus far Haverford has played two possibilities for next Spring. 
on Trinity field in several seasons, 
doggedly fought its way to a 7 to 6 
games. The first with Ursinus re- Since the squad was first called 
p. m. Addresses will be made by suited in a scoreless deadlock, and The Jesters, Trinity College Dr a- out, Coach Oosting has been gradually victory: over Worcester Tech. last 
President Ogilby, Professor Oosting, the second with Susquehanna resulted matic Society, held a meeting last f . Saturday. increasing the amount o exercise 
of the Physical Training Department, in victory for Haverford by a score Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock at . hv The decided improvement in the 
and possibly Mr. Howard T. Green- of 19 to 0. The Blue and Gold record th AI h D It Ph' h · h' h taken by the men, until now, eac 1 th f · t e p a e a 1 ouse, m w 1c man is able to concentrate on the e even over e per ormance agams 
ley, '94, of New York City, the con- thus far stands with a 44 to 0 loss the chief business was the election of Williams was a source of satisfaction 
at the hands of Wi'illiams, and a 7 to more strenuous routine necessary for 
suiting architect of the college. Fol- new officers for the coming year. The to the many Tri.ni·ty fans who turned 
6 victory over W<Jrcester Tech. his particular event. In spite of the 
lowing a fev.< short addresses by oth- e It f th 1 t' f p out to se th f' t h Th Morris, Haverford's fullback, is the r su s o e e ec wn were: or res- fact that this is the largest and most e e Irs orne game. e 
er guests, the first official dives in 
the new pool will be taken by Profes-
sor Oosting and Mr. Clarke, the new 
outstanding player of his team. He is ident, Coles, '30; for Business Man- ambitious track group in the history shifting of Slossberg to the backfield 
an excellent punter as well as an ac- ager, Taggard, '30; for Property Man- materially strengthened the team's at-
curate passer. Both Haverford ends, of the sport at the college, the 
ager, Twaddle, '31; for Stage Man- tack. The line worked as a unit, 
Conn and Crawford are six-footers, coaches have been able to divide the swimming director. 
Members of the Yale and Wesleyan 
swimming teams, under the direction 
of Messrs. Kiphuth and McCurdy, will 
demonstrate the various types of 
dives and racing strokes, after which 
a game of water polo will be played. 
Immediately after the swimming ex-
hibitions, numerous games of squash 
racquets will proceed. It has been 
planned to have present Mr. Ralph 
Power of Montville, Conn., President 
of the United States Squash Racquets 
Courts Association, and former inter-
nationlist for Canada. Mr. Power 
will play Mr. Paul Callanan, who 
ranks as one of the best players ever 
turned out by Harvard. Along with 
several others, Mr. Hobart H. Hyde, 
a leading tennis player of the Hart-
ford Golf Club, will also appear in 
so that Trinity's defense against ager, Mitchell, '31. President Coles men into small groups where they opening wide holes. The forwards 
thn oerJ'al attoc'· W1'1' havP. to bP. func- then took charge of the meeting, and h ·' . L d proved to be stone when Trinity's goal ~ ~ " ~ ' - - a1·e cat•efull:y \>tate eu <lltu u·,sLl·uew · . 
tioning smoothly if last Saturday's after their nominations a rising vote It is gratifying to watch the man- was threatened, holding Worcester 
result against Worcester Tech is to was called for the election of Guck- for downs, or else recovering fumbles. 
d ner in which the men go through their be uplicated. enbuehler, '31, Isherwood, '31, and Phippen was a great steadying force. 
Rice is Haverford's best open field workouts, their spirit and cooperation 
Gauthier, '30, as new Senior members His punts kept Worcester on the de-runner. He is a shifty ball carrier helping Coach Oosting and Mr. Clark 
and he has showed up to advantage of The Jesters. to develop each man in his individual 
in both the Ursinus and Susquehanna !The rest of the time of the meet-
the matches. 
games. The rest of the Haverford 
team, however, is rather green, for 
of last year's squad fifteen lettermen 
have graduated, including all the 
first-string backs, the three 'varsity 
ends, and Captain Gawthrop, who 
held down the center post for two 
years. In addition two of last year's 
stellar players, "Dick" Keech, half-
back, and "Dave" Bean, aggressive 
tackle, have failed to return to col-
lege. 
CHOATE ·HOLDS FRESHMAN 
TEAM TO SCORELESS TIE 
event. All the men are showing' up 
ing was taken up with discussions fairly well, and, although it is still 
concerning the possibilities of too early to pick out those men with 
presenting a play, or series of plays ability, it is easy to see that Trinity 
will be represented by a much better some time this fall or early winter. 
The relative merits of presenting a squad next spring than it was last 
three-act play, as has been usual, or year. 
of offering three one-act plays in- With . the exception of Nye, captain 
stead was gone into. Favor was of the squad, and several other mem-
about equally divided between the hers, who are playing with the foot-
members as to the advantages of 
either of these two alternatives. The 
feeling was that three one-act plays 
should be well received as a novelty, 
only this would present a problem in 
the way of additional costs for a trip-
ball team, the veteran track men have 
been working steadily, attempting to 
regain and better their last year's 
At the conclusion of the games, an 
opportunity to inspect the building 
will be afforded to all present. Ad-
mission will be allowed only to mem-
bers of the college body, the faculty, 
and those of the alumni who are re-
turning for their fall class reunion. 
As the capacity of the building is 
limited to 550 persons, there will be 
no admission to the public or to rela-
tives and friends of the college body 
lication of costumes, sets, properties, 
1933 Eleven in Possession of etc., with reference to the financial 
form. Carlton and Carson have not 
yet reached their strides for the dis-
tance events, although at the present 
rate of improvement in condition, a 
few weeks more should see them at 
top form. Welivar is working at the 
jumping pit, and hopes to better his 
successful record of last year. 
Ball on Opponents' 6-Yard 
Line at End of Game 
and alumni. With both teams playing good 
Tuesday, October 15, will mark the defensive football, the Choate School 
completion of the final work on the eleven held the Freshmen to a o· to 0 
building. Already the last of the score at Wallingford last Saturday. 
tile flooring is rapidly being laid in The 1933 scoring machine was con-
the showers and dressing rooms. A siderably weakened early in the game 
high and a low diving board have when Bockwinkel, star line plunger, 
been erected at the east end of the twisted his ankle badly; it is probable 
pool, while nearby the railings about that he will be unable to play for 
consideration, which is of more tha~ 
usual importance at the present time, 
Macinnes, '30, speaking as a repre-
sentative of the College Senate, in-
formed The Jesters that under a 
new ruling The Jesters, or any 
other coll~ge orga11ization sponsored 
by the students, would have to pre-
sent plans and approximate figures 
to the Senate showing a practically 
the spectators' galleries are fast being the rest of the season. 
installed. The pool itself has been Four times during the afternoon 
filled for the first time in order that Trinity team came within scoring dis-
it may be tested so as to insure no tance of 'the Choate goal line, only 
dangerous faults. As it is nearly to have the opposing defense tighten 
complete in all respects, it presents up and take the ball on downs. T. 
a glorious spectacle with its large Wadlow made repeated gains off 
marvin-glazed windows blue and gold tackle and around end, while Bock-
decorations, and bronze-faced instruc- winkel, before his injury, gained con-
tor's office. Correctly planned in sistently through the center of the 
every detail, the new pool surpasses line. Choate came twice within the 
many of the universities and colleges Freshman 10-yard line, but was held 
far larger in size than Trinity. With for downs both times. 
Last Wednesday and Friday, Coach 
Oosting held a competition in the 
running and jumping events. The men 
who showed the greatest promise in 
the quarter-mile are: Oxford, Clark, 
Gibson, Convey, Wilson, and Dice; in 
the half-mile, Birch, Holmes, and R. 
L. Jones showed up well, while Sher-
man and H. J. Dolittle crossed the 
line first in the mile event. Both 
be the certain profit before they would Gibson and Sherman are transfers, 
allowed to incur any financial liabili- the former coming from Virginia anq 
ties. President Coles mentioned a the latter from Clark · University. 
the exception of a few minor painting ' Choate's offensive game was at 
jobs, the squash racquets courts, times very loose, their backs fum-
which fulfill the latest regulations of bling several times at crucial m.o-
the Squash Racquets Courts Associa- m.ents; the center of their line showed 
• tion of America, are now ready for great aggressiveness, while Cruik-
use. shank starred for them in the back-
(Continued on page 3.) field. 
tentative plan he had of presenting The members of the squad have 
signed up for the events as follows: 
220, Smythe, Merritt, Peterson, Clark, 
Gibson, Hall, Dice, Healy, Tracy, 
one or more performances of a Jesters' 
production under the auspices of 
some local men's club, which would Barkman, Hubinger, Richardson, 
guarantee expenses and give ,The 
Jesters a share in any resulting 
profits. Some such procedure seemed 
the only feasible plan of producing 
a play this season that would not 
mean a loss to the society. 
The meeting closed, the members 
agreeing to look about and investi-
gate the possibilities of a few plays 
with a view to their suitability for 
production. 
Peiss, and Zizzamia; 440, Oxford, 
Wilson, and Dice; half-mile, R. L. 
Jones, Birch, and Holmes; one-mile 
and two-mile, Carlton, Carson, H. J. 
Doolittle, H. D. Doolittle, Sherman 
and LeWinn; pole vault, Paige, Ox-
ford, Holmes, and Convey; hurdles, 
Oxford; high jump, Gibson, Robbins, 
and Paige; broad jump, Tracy, Gib-
son, Clark, Paige, and Welivar; shot 
put, Boleman, Clark, and Sivaslian. 
fense in the first period, and got 
Trinity out of several tight holes 
later in the game. 
Worcester !1ad a veteran team, 
composed of several regulars and four 
reserves from the 1928 eleven which 
beat Trinity 34 to 0. The Red and 
Gray threatened early in the first 
quarter when they were given first 
down on Trinity's 38-yard line be-
cause of a penalty for holding. Put-
nam made first down in two plays on 
Trinity's 26-yard line. Here the line 
held and Asp punted. A Trinity 
rally was cut short by another pen-
alty after Slossberg had made fifteen 
yards around end. Phippen punted 
to Worcester's 30-yard line where the 
ball was downed by Meier. Worces-
ter returned the punt to Trinity's 37-
yard line. Larson recovered the ball 
for Wiorcester when Slossberg fum-
bled. Trinity got the ball on downs, 
and after a few short gains, Phippen 
punted to Putnam, who was tackled 
by Nye on Worcester's 1-yard line. 
Sedano punted from behind his own 
goal line to the 26-yard line. Trinity 
lost the ball on downs. 
Throughout the first period the play 
was in Worcester's territory. Phip-
pen's long punts kept Worcester on 
the defense. 
At the beginning of. the second 
quarter Topalian and Delano, W'orces-
ter's veteran linesmen, were sub-
stituted for Taylor and Rice. They 
strengthened the engineers consider-
ably. 
After an exchange of punts, a pass 
from Slossberg to Britton, which was 
good for thirty yards, brought the 
ball to Worcester's 30-yard line. 
Worcester held and got the ball on 
downs. Trinity's line was charging 
hard, giving the Worcester backs lit-
tle time to get their play started. 
"Bill" Nye made some pretty tackles. 
Phippen's shoulder was hurt, and 
Knurek was sent in in his place. 
Worcester got the ball into Trinity 
territory on a pass, Finney to Peter-
son. Britton intercepted a pass. His 
(Continued on page 3.) 
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THE TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL 
With the opening of the new Trowbridge Memorial, greater 
opportunity will be given to members of the student body to avail 
themselves of a form of recreation which is not limited to eleven 
men or to nine men or to five men. Swimming is a sport in whic·h 
nearly every young man may participate. It is a form of exercise 
which a man can indulge in without the necessity of undergoing 
six months' practice. It is true that a man doe not become an 
expert swimmer until after many years of practice, but it is likewise 
true that with a f ew lessons £,rom a coach a man m.ay derive nearly 
the maximum amount of pleasure in a few weeks. Moreover, 
swimming is a sport which does not require the expenditure of a 
great deal of energy; one may still play while one exercises. It is 
a lamentable fact, that most of the present day sports entail much 
more work, and much more practice than they deserve. What 
benefit, in the way of pure play and healthy recreation, do 350 
men derive from watching eleven men batter themselves up and 
down I 00 yard of greensward? To the rational mind there is 
but one answer. 
The Trowbridge Memorial, in addition to its fine swimming 
pool, will provide facilities for those who wish to play squash 
I'acquet&. This game, as we understand it, is one which also may 
be played by the whole undergraduate body, and not merely by a 
select group. Here again, the advantages for individual play and 
health recreation are obvious. 
It is only fitting, therefore, that the college-its president, fac-
ulty, alumni, artd undergraduate body-participate in some simple 
exercise to show its gratitude to the donor, the architect, and others 
who made this building, and the splendid opportunities it offers, 
possible. 
NUMBER ONE 
"The biggest upset in a day of football upsets occurred in Hart-
ford on Saturday when the Trinity team nosed out Worcester Tech 
by a single point. That was a real upset, not even the most sincere 
admirer of the Blue and Gold giving Trinity an outside chance of 
defeating the boys' from the Bay State," said Mr. Albert W. Keane 
in yesterday's "Courant", and two columns over, on the same page, 
l\Ir. 'Villiam J. Lee said, "The college football returns Saturday 
left the guessing gentry gasping for breath, but the big wallop for 
the grid-struck citizens in this particular sector came with Trinity's 
7-6 win over Worcester Tech." 
And so, two of the greatest sports-writers (and sportsmen) in 
this sector were left gasping for breath while we at Trinity had 
already started looking toward a season's record of four straight 
· Yictories, with, of course, an inevitable blanking of Wesleyan in 
the last game. For thi Worcester game was only a beginning, 
one that took a long time in coming, it's true, but, nevertheless, a 
beginning; it was impossible to look at thQ team on Saturday with-
out realizing that something radical had happened. To quote Mr. 
Lee again, "Trinity football players have been a laughing stock. 
Perhaps they have been goats long enough, * * * * they battled 
like in. pired players Saturday." 
All of which may sound very much like the final chapter in a 
Dick l\lerriwell dime seller. But the fact remains that the Trinitv 
player 1·eally were inspired. Possibly the fact that they had changed 
back to the same blue jersey that Trinity used to wear when beating 
Wesleyan was a mere commonplace-had something to do with it 
(and let's hope that the yellow jersey is definitely junked), pos-
f, ibly they merely suddenly got the idea that they were going to 
win; at any rate, they won, and we in the stands just said, "I told 
vou so ." 
· Perhaps the things that the (to us, fanatical) alumni have been 
telling us are really so. Perhaps there really was a time when 
Trinity team. made three or four touchdowns in the last five min-
utes of play. Things like this sounded pretty much like the gabb-
lings of senseless old men three or four weeks ago, but now we 
know that they are so; now we know that Haverford, Hamilton, 
and 'Vesleyan are (in the order named) going to start wondering 
what hit them so suddenly. 
The mere fact that Meier-or Cooper-or Nye, played as indi-
viduals means nothing. The whole thing is that the team played 
together and knocked everything clown that got in its way. When 
Dignam, first-string end, was injured, Johnny Childs, who weighed 
about a hundred and thirty pounds, and had been out for football 
exactly three days, went out and held down his end for the rest of 
the game (and, incidentally, it was Childs' running in that hurried 
the Worcester kick after touchdown). These were the things that 
evidently made our friend of the "Courant" gasp, but to us it was 
something perfectly understandable, something that was merely in 
keeping with Trinity spirit. 
rHE TRIPOD 
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I WIN~~N~~~~ATS i A KING OF SHADOWS, by Margaret Yeo, published by Macmillan, New York, 1929. 
"Give me your hand," he said, "we 
need no other light but love." 
.That is the closing sentence of Miss 
Yeo's book. Can you guess from it 
what kind of a book "A King of 
Shadows" is ? Let us give you some 
of the chapter headings-they may 
help you in your answering: "A 
Prince of Dreams", "Now or Never!", 
"The Borgia Ring", "Silk and Steel", 
"Faithful Unto Death", "The Masked 
Ball." 
If your guess is an historical ro-
mance, you are right. And what a 
romance it is! Color, valor and ro-
mantic love fill every one of the 384 
pages of the book. 
"A King of Shadows" is a far cry 
from the modern novel that deals in 
subtle character analysis and realis-
tic presentation of problems. It tells 
the story of Margaret Ogilvie (not 
the famous one, mother to Barrie) 
and her loyalty to James III and to 
her lover, Pierro. 
After the simple style used in so 
many of the recent books, it is diffi-
cult to plunge into the lengthy de-
scription and multiplicity of charac-
ters that appear in an historical novel. 
Then, too, since the historical side of 
the story necessitates some knowledge 
of events in England, Scotland and 
on the Continent, during 1716-1717, 
there is a prerequisite that few read-
ers will be able to fulfill. 
For the story itself, our taste is 
none too keen for the good old plot 
in which the heroine disguises as a 
boy to ride through snow and danger 
for her lover and the king. The mel-
odramatic appeals to us only in cer-
tain moods, and we were not in the 
mood when we read "A King of 
Shadows." 
Another element making the story 
hard to read is a use of smatterings 
in three ' languages: Scotch, French 
and Italian (the book, of course, is 
in English!) This makes us think 
of the student who, because he has 
had a year of Greek, feels that he 
must quote Greek in his English 
papers. The effect is amateurish. 
in the descriptive passages. You may 
not. Here are a few of such passages 
for your approval: 
"The narrow, winding street and 
the gables of the houses, nodding 
towards each other like old ·wives 
gossiping, looked unfamiliar in 
the dim, white light reflected- from 
the snow; the outlook had a strange 
air in the faint grey of the . winter 
dawn, as if a wizard wand had 
transfigured the common things of 
daily life into something magic and 
enchanted. 
"The slim white hand, with its 
burden of blazing gems, lay on hers. 
It was smooth and cool as running 
water under her lips; then, as she 
rose from her curtsey, her feet 
caught on the wolves' skin rug and 
she slipped onto her knees." 
The amateurish use of foreign 
words is shown in the following ex-
cerpts: 
"'A riverderci caro mio', he said. 
"Be no longer than you must. With-
out you I am less than half myself'." 
"-the decor was of a daintiness, a 
gold and white, blue and rose, artifi-
ciality * * * ." 
What advantage is achieved through 
the use of decor is more than we see; 
there are many such abuses. 
Macmillan prints this on the book 
wrapper: 
"Miss Yeo has written a swiftly-
moving, colorful story of intrigue 
(largely ecclesiastical and political 
in character) during the period of 
the Italian Renaissance and the 
English Tudors. Its hero-a Ro-
man youth-might not be out of 
place in a novel by Dumas. The 
villain is a grim and poisonous old 
fellow who turns up at odd mo-
ments. The rise of the Jesuits 
serves as background and the 
Church's efforts to stem the tide of 
religious revolution in England. 
The figure of Ignatius Loyola is 
sketched in understandingly and 
appealingly. 
"Miss Yeo has a fine sense of 
pageantry and her story is full to 
overflowing of thrill and action." 
A subject with so much colorful - It is a just statement, and from it 
material offers possibilities of vivid you can decide whether or not you 
de&cription. And Miss Yeo has made care to read the book. We find it 
much of this. We like the femininity difficult reading. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS 
Better luck this week! Exchanges 
by the basketful came, and we have 
enough clippings to make the column 
so long that even our most ardent 
fans will not read all of it. If any-
one does, it will be an endurance test. 
* * 
Speaking of endurance tests, we 
found this in the "Walrus" of the 
"B. U. News." 
after entering college, and almost in-
variably the matter of study is among 
these changing factors. Perhaps study 
in high school and in college should 
be somewhat similar, yet there is, as 
a rule, a great difference as the fresh-
men find out. The majority of high 
schools make few demands on a per-
son's mental power and as a result 
the ability to concentrate, and to 
thoroughly analyze a problem must 
be developed in the early partJ of the 
college course. 
"It is often a matter of surprise to 
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"No pleasure is 
comparable to 
standing upon 




"Another endurance craze is on! 
A fellow spent a year in a girl's 
college." 
the new man to find that part of the -(H:H:f!XIfl:H:W'IXIH:H:W'IXIH:H::H:Ii~-l:KmltJ.O,a 
curriculum at college often parallels 
* * 
In a more serious vein, "The Mass. 
Collegian" prints this editorial, which, 
though not exactly concerned with 
endurance tests, does concern the 
survival of the fittest: 
Now is the Time. 
"Why do so many students fail in 
their work at this college and drop 
out? Is it because they spend their 
time driving around the country in 
speedy roadsters or because they live 
the high life depicted by the motion 
pictures of college life? Not at all! 
It is rather peculiar, but many of 
those who flunk out comparatively 
early in their courses have spent a 
great deal of time over their work 
and are quite serious about it; but in 
spite of everything their results fall 
short of the requirements. It must 
be due to the fact that their method 
of study is wrong. 
"A ·person's thoughts and ideas 
usually undergo considerable revision 
that Qf high school to some extent. 
He studies the same subjects the first 
year in college, for instance, that he 
did in the lower school. Much to his 
surprise, he is apt to find that his 
efforts do not bring the same results 
as formerly. Whereas knowledge of 
a few type problems would secure a 
passing grade for him in high school, 
he is now required to study and to 
know the method of solution. 
"The necessary adjustments to the 
new conditions cannot be made in a 
day or a week. It will come only after 
a period of close application. It may 
necessitate two hours of study in 
place of the customary one, and may 
demand much exercise of one's will 
power, but is a necessary develop-
ment. 
"Now, you new people, it is never 
too early to start, but it is frequently 
too late. Learn how to dudy, so that 
you will be able to grasp the impor-
tant points of a subject, whether it be 
English or dairying. Learn to get 
(Continued on page 4.) 
PRINTING 
OF THE BETTER CLASS 
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS 
172 PEARL STREE 
Publication Work a Specialty 
MONOTYPE COMPOSITION 
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION 
Printers of ''fhe Tripod" 
SENATE MEETING HELD 
TO ADJUST FINANCES 
Chief Discussion Concerns Plan 
. for Working of Senate 
Finance Conunittee 
F. W. COOPER PRESIDES 
-----.·' 
Emphasizes Lack of Responsibility 
Shown by Undergraduates in 
Paying qass Dues and 
Assessments. 
' 
The second regular meeting of the 
Senate was called · to order at the 
Delta Phi house at 7.20 Tuesday eve-
ning by President Cooper, the roll 
call showing all members present. 
The important business of the meet-
ng was to discuss and make recom-
mendations for an adequate working 
plan for the Senate Finance Commit-
tee. Cornwell made the motion that 
mimeographed copies be made of the 
report of last year's Finance Com-
mittee for each of the present mem-
bers. This will allow proper and 
much needed consideration of a future 
plan to be followed. A discussion 
will be called for at the next meeting 
of the Senate and a course of action 
will be decided upon. The books and 
records of last year's committee have 
not yet been formally presented to 
the present Sen.ate, and in connection 
with this item, letters to President 
Ogilby and Macinnes from Ellis, last 
year's chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, were read, together with the 
respective replies. The motion on 
the floor was seconded and passed. 
The striking lack of cooperation of 
the undergraduates in the payment of 
class dues was brought up for con-
sideration. Cornwell suggested that 
the formerly mentioned plan of mak-
ing the dues payable with the college 
bill at the beginning of the terms be 
used. This was put in the form of a 
motion, seconded and passed. 
- This plan, if put through, would dis-
pense with a perplexing problem of 
the finances of the student body, but 
President Ogilby has announced him-
self as opposed to the idea. 
At the college body meeting on the 
following day, Cooper made the state-
ment that only present Juniors who 
had paid their class dues for the 
Trinity term of their Sophomore year 
would be eligible to hold office or 
vote in class elections. 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
HOLDS FINAL ELECTIONS 
New A. A. President to be 
Selected from Cornwell, 
Knurek and Nye 
All who voted in the Spring elec-
tions last year and in the primaries 
held last Wednesday will have the 
<lpportunity to elect a new president 
<lf the Athletic Association at the 
finals, to be held on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 16, at the Union. The candi-
dates are Philip Morba Cornwell, '29, 
Adam Felix Knurek, '29, and Roland 
Harris Nye, '29. 
Following the precedent. established 
last year, Fred Cooper, '29, captain 
<lf football, president of the College 
Body, and president of the A. A., re-
signed the latter office in order that 
the offices might be more evenly dis-
tributed. The Senate accepted his 
resignation and nominated for the of-
fice six members of the Senior class: 
P. M. Cornwell, J. A. Gillies, J. Love-
ring, A. F. Knurek, R. H. Nye, and 
W. A. Sturm. In the primaries held 
last Wednesday, there was a tie for 
the second largest number of votes 
which led to the decision of running 
three candidate in the finals. 
Cornwell is a member of the Senate 
and has been prominent in class and 
extra-curriculum activities. Knurek 
is a member of the Senate, the Me-
dusa, 'varsity football squad and is 
captain of baseball. Nye is a mem-
ber of the 'varsity football squad, 
center on the basketb::~.ll squad, mem-
ber of the Senate and the Medusa, 
and is captain of the track team. 
TRINITY DOWNS WORCESTER 
TECH IN FIRST HOME GAME 
OF SEASON. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
punt was blocked by Topalian on 
Trinity's 18-yard line. Putnam tore 
through holes in the left side of Trin-
ity's line for two 5-yard gains, giving 
Worcester first down on Trinity's 7-
yard line. Here Trinity's line showed 
a great deal of fight, holding Wor-
cester for downs. Putnam made two 
yards. Nye stopped O'Grady. Dig-
nam broke up the next play. A pass 
over Trinity's goal line was knocked 
'mE TRIPOD 
GLEE CLUB WILL MEET 
NEXT THURSDAY NIGHT 
President Higgins Hopes Club 
Will Give Public Concert 
Before Christmas 
PROF. LAUBIN SECURED 
Former Director to be With Club 
This Year; Doctor Ogilby is 
Heartily in Favor of 
Organization 
down by Disco, giving Trinity the A meeting of the Glee Club will be 
ball on the 20-yard line. Knurek held Thty"sday evening at 7.30 in the 
made six yards through the line be- Public Speaking Room for the pur-
fore the half ended. pose of organization and arrangement 
Dignam, whose hand was broken of the year's work. 
during the second quarter, was forced Ambrose Higgins, '31, the presi-
to leave the game. This put Coach dent of the organization, is hopeful 
Galvin in a very tight situation, as for a successful season. He stresses 
Geiger, regular end, was unable to the fact that Dr. Ogilby is heartily in 
play. "Johnny" Childs, a Junior, favor of the Glee Club and that his 
who had been out for the team only interest is even stronger than it has 
two days, took Dignam's place, and been in past years. He sees no rea-
played a very good game all through son why there cannot be at least one 
the second half, considering his limit- public concert given before the Ghrist-
ed football experience. mas holidays. 
Worcester threatened early in the se;;i:~: ~~v;r~~:~s!~k~~~~:;c;~~~~~ 
third quarter, when Leach recovered 
a fumble by Disco on Trinity's 26_ ·bin to train the singers and to ar-
range suitable programs. It will be 
yard line. A fifteen-yard penalty, remembered that Professor Laubin 
however, forced Worcester to surren-
has for several seasons been associat-
der the ball to Trinity on downs. ed with the Glee Clubs here at Trin-
Phippen punted to midfield. Sedano's 
ity; and has done successful work 
~~::r~a~h!u;:~~e~n a;~inYt~~=r~~~~::~ with other college Glee Clubs which 
line. After three unsuccessful tries at assures his ability. 
All members of the student body the line, a deceptive triple pass was 
who are interested in the Glee Club 
good for twenty-six yards Phippen are urged to attend the first meet-
stopping O'Grady on the Blue and 
Gold 1-yard line. On the next play, ing. The judgment of suitable voices 
Weinstein broke through Worcester's will be passed upon by the director, 
line and fell on O'Grady's fumble. and it is possible that a man who 
Trinity punted. The ball was downed thinks himself unable to qualify may 
by Meier on the 28-yard line. On the be trained so that he may develop 
his voice to the advantage of himself 
second down, Putnam took the ball and of the organi:l:ation. 
off Trinity's left tackle eluding three 
Blue and Gold tacklers in a twenty-
six-yard run for a touchdown. Childs 
partially blocked Delano's try for the 
extra point. 
After the kick-off, Trinity started 
a march that ended when Sedano in-
tercepted one of Phippen's passes. 
The Blue and Gold got the ball when 
Meier recovered Putnam's fumble. A 
pass from Phippen to Nye brought 
the ball to Worcester's 15-yard line. 
After three plays a pass thrown by 
Slossberg was grounded over the goal 
line. Phippen fumbled Sedano's punt 
and Topalian fell on the ball. Worces-
ter was held and Sedano punted. 
Trinity's ball on Worcester's 48-yard 
line. Knurek made seven yards on a 
lateral pass. Then Slossberg went 
around end for first down. Knurek 
and Britton alternated in carrying 
the ball on offtackle slants till Knurek 
took the ball over for Trinity's first 
score in two years. Phippen added 
the extra point by a well-placed drop-
kick. Before the game ended Trinity 
had started another march for 
Worcester's goal line. The ball was on 
Worcester's 37-yard line when the 
final whistle blew. 
The whole Blue and Gold team 
played well. The work of Durand, 
Meier, and Weinstein in the line, Nye 
at end, and Knurek and Phippen in 
the back-field, was outstanding. Du-
rand opened up wide holes in the 
Worcester line, besides playing a fine 
game on the defense. Meier played 
a head-up, aggresive game, recover-
ing several fumbles. Weinstein 
played a strong defensive game. Nye 
was on the receiving of several suc-
cessful passes. He was also fast go-
ing down on the kicks and stalwart 
on the defense. In the second period 
he contributed the best tackle of the 
game when he dove over the Worces-
ter interference to throw Delano for 
a five-yard loss. Knurek was the 
most effective ball-carrier, befng a 
potent factor in the Blue and Gold's 
drive for the winning touchdown. 
Phippen out-punted the Worcester 
kickers, greatly steadied the team, and 
played well on the defense. 
Sedano and Putnam were the out-
standing players for Worcester. 
The outlook for the remaining 
games is a great deal brighter. This 
was Trinity's first victory over W or-
cester Tech since 1923. 
TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL 
OPENING SCHEDULED FOR 
SATURDAY NIGHT. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
Indeed a survey of the Trowbridge 
Memorial with its luxurious equip-
ment brings a thrill of satisfaction 
at this great step of advance in the 
era of Trinity's expansion. Embed-
ded in its architecture are the cul-
tural Gothic ideals of our forefathers, 
which, it may be hoped, will spur 
Trinity men on to greater achieve-
ments in the future. The exterior 
maintains an aspect of originality, 
practicability and simplicity, a sim-
plicity that has written itself in im-
pressive beauty. Thus this new unit 
of the proposed gymnasium stands as 
a monument to those far-seeing men 
who have made its erection possible, 
and an inspiration to sons of Trin-
ity, that they may win greater glory 
for her in life. 
The summary: 
Trinity Worcester Tech. 
Nye LE Leach 
Cooper LT Taylor 
Meier LG Carlsen 
Weinstein c Rylander 
Mackie FG Rice 
Durand RT Underhill 
Dignam RE Peterson 
Sloss berg QE Finney 
Disco LHB Putnam 
Phippen RHB O'Grady 
Britton FB Asp 
Score by periods : 
Trinity, .............. 0 0 0 7-7 
Worcester, ...... . .... 0 0 6 0-6 
Touchdowns, Putnam, Knurek; 
points from try after touchdown Phip-
pen (dropkick); referee, Johnson; 
umpire, Melican; linesman, Wall; 
time, 15 minute quarters; substitu-
tions: Trinity, Knurek for Phippen, 
Childs for Dignam, Knurek for Disco, 
Muller for Phippen, McGinnis for 
Meier; Worcester, Sedano for Asp,, 
Delano for Rice, Topelian for Taylor, 
Kane for Sedano, Andrew for Leach. 
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES' FLY' WITH DESCOMB COMMITTEE PUBLISHED . 
(Continued from last week.) 
Probably we cannot do better in 
summarizing this symposium than by 
giving an extract from a memOl·an-
dum made at the time: 
"So far as the alternative pre-
sented by the report is concerned, 
I think the following conclusions 
are reasonable: 
"(1) Many of those who felt they 
voted with one side or the other did 
not do so gladly, either because they 
did not think the true solution lay in 
that direction at all, or because they 
might have voted differently had a 
compromise been available-say two 
years instead of one or three. You 
will find several examples of the first 
motive as you read my notes. The 
secpnd is exemplified by one who 
would obviously accept that compro-
mise rather than a single A.B. degree, 
by another who not only would prefer 
that but suggests going back to an 
abandoned degree (making three) 
rather than accept one, and by a 
third who, while he did not say so, 
I believe feels like the first, though 
not so strongly. 
(2) Most of tl1ose who favor the 
majority report (referring to the res-
olutions of February 14, 1928) would 
have preferred change to a single 
degree, had they believed such a thing 
possible; otherwise the original lines 
would probably not have been drawn 
so definitely or maintained so vigor-
ously. At least one of those who 
voted with the majority has com-
pletely changed his mind, one other 
is doubtful, and still more like the 
one degree better, now that it seems 
at all possible. Let me add that in 
nearly if not all cases the subject of 
a single A. B. degree was raised by 
myself, on my own initiative, though 
it may be the thought that we could 
scarcely escape considering it if we 
continued to study the curriculum was 
originally suggested by one of the 
majority. 
(3) If I accurately noted and cor-
rectly interpreted what the individual 
professors said (please check me up 
on that) the difference shown in the 
attitude towards the propositions is 
as follows: · 
Favor majority report . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Not opposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
Doubtful ...... .... ........... . 1 
Not committed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Opposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Favor single A. B. degree . . . . • . . 10 
Not <lpposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4 
Doubtful ....................... -
Not committed ................ . 3 
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Try .t - You'll Like It! 
The Bryant & 
Chapman Company 
330 Woodland St.; Phone 2-0264. 
Quality, Courtesy, Service. 
HUBERT'S DRUG STORE 
211 ZION STREET 
"Right over the Hill from the College" 
We Carry a Complete Line of Drugs, 
Sundries, Stationery, Candy, Soda, etc. 
We Invite Your Patronage. 
HARTFORD NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST CO. 
A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A 
GREAT CONVENIENCE. 
Opposed ......................• 
(Continued on page 4.) 




755 Main Street near Pearl 
PLIMPTON'S 
Stationers, Engravers, Printers · 
252 Pearl Street, at Ann 
Steiger's 
Men's Shop 
For HHilbridge" Shirts 
HTravelo" Sweaters HArrow" Shirts 
MAIN FLOOR 
4 
Have you chosen 
your life work? 
IN THE field of health service The Har-
vard University Dental School-the old-
est dental school connected with any 
university in the United States--offers 
thorough well-balanced courses in all 
branches of dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of men high in the profeSSlon. 
Writ~ for details and admissitm requir&• 
ments to Leroy M. S. Miner, Dean 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
DENTAL SCHOOL 
Longwood Ave. Boston, Man. 
THE TRINITY TAILOR 
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing 
INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS 
(Continued from page 2.) 
at the roots of a problem to get a 
broad understanding of the principles, 
and, if you can acquire this habit 
through your four years at college, 
your time here will not have been 
wasted." 
* * 
Did you read all of that? We'll 
bet you didn't. Here is a shorter one 
from the same paper. 
"What kind ·of a cheerleader have 
we? To give the team a rising send-
off in this way! 'Come on, everybody, 
girls too- show you're Maroon and 
White supporters'!" 
* * 
We intercollegiate editors must 
We Call for and Deliver. hang (?) together, so we clipped this 




B. Fitchner and G. Codraro, Proprietors. 
27 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Branch-2 Grove St., Old Times Bldg. 
BOYS! If your SHOES need 
Repairing, stop in at the 
SHOEMAKER SHOP, 
1047 Broad St.; Tel. 6-2861. 
COLLEGE STATIONERY 
The Trinity Stationery Co. 
253 Asylum Street 
Near Ann Street 
We carry a Full Line of Collece 
Supplies 
OH BOYS 
Don't forget to call on 
The Professional Building 
Barber Shop. 
59 High Street, Hartford, Conn. 
THE CASE, LOCKWOOD 
AND BRAINARD CO. 
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS 
AND PAPER RULERS 
85 Trumbull Street 
Hartford, Conn. 
FINE ·SHOE REPAIRING 
We've Repaired Trinity's 
Football Shoes and Pads 
for 20 Years 
1080 BROAD STREET 
Trinity Men Prefer 
THE HEUBLEIN 
BARBERSHOP 
58 Mulberry Street, Hartford. 
College Men-Enroll Now! 
McCall's Scholarship Campaign; 
Salary, Tuition and Transportation; 
eleven weeks' Summer Work; Super-
visors, Team Captains and Salesmen. 
Write for further particulars. E. H. 
WORLEY, 44 Court Street, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
IDHE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION 
M. W. SCHER, Prop. 
44 Vern on Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Fall and Winter Samples, both 
Imported and Domestics, are here for 
your inspection. 
S. Z. TOBEY 
THE UNIVERSITY TAILOR. 
With a reputation of 29 years' standing in 
making clothes exclusively for College Men. 
The VAlET SHOP TAILORS 
Weekly." 
"A group of students at the Univer-
sity of Denver has established a 
'woman hater' club, and the members 
of this organization must never be 
seen conversing with a woman, except 
for necessary business, and all dates 
with the fair sex are out of the 
question." 
Please define "necessary business." 
• • 
Dare we quote another editorial? 
That is only a rhetorical question! 
Of course we do! This one is from 
the "Wesleyan Argus." 
Too Close Harmony. 
"'The Yale News' recently publish-
ed an advertisement that is signifi-
cant of the luck-step nature of our 
life, on campus and off campus. An 
enterprising New Haven music store 
announces the launching of a Record-
a-Week Club. Eddie Wittstein, that 
struggling orchestra leader, has con-
sented to pick the 'hottest' record of 
tne week; every Friday the patrons 
will receive Eddie's latest favorite. 
If this cultural venture succeeds, then 
a stroll past the windows of Harkness 
will much resemble an evening at the 
dials, when twenty out of twenty-five 
students are rendering 'Sonny Boy.' 
"For all the comic ocnsequences of 
this jazz-uniformity, it has its dis-
quieting aspect also. After all, is it 
likely that after being smoothed down 
in a goose-step atmosphere (where 
even music and books, as well as ties 
and s·ocks, are chosen for them) that 
these followers of Eddie Wittstein 
will go forth to provide in their com-
munities the coutageous, contagious 
leadership which is theoretically 
theirs? There are those who may 
smile at what seems our belaboring 
of an insignificant phase of contem-
porary life. Yet it seems to us the 
symbol of a twentieth century trend 
which threatens to conquer the col-
leges as well as the rest of the 
American scene. 
"It is easy to talk too rapturously 
of the virtue of non-conformity. After 
all, man is a gregarious-and hence 
conforming-animal, whose habits 
and actions in large part must con-
form to the common customs of his 
breed. Yet there should ever be a 
small remainder of intensely indivi-
dual habits and attitudes which every 
upstanding fellow should cultivate in 
his own sweet way. Ex-President 
Faunce ·of Brown has said: 'In little 
things-caps and coats and customs-
follow the crowd; and in Rome do as 
the Romans do. In. vital matters-
political opinions, religious convic-
tions, moral principles-dare to be 
queer; i. e., dare to be yourself.' 
"The mass production method of 
industry and the increasing interde-
pendence of modern life have proved 
a blessing in their economic fruits, 
but a curse in their conformist influ-
ence upon our thinking. Like fire, 
and firewater, and college regulations, 
they are good servants, but devilishly 
bad masters. And so we uncharitably 
hope that the Record-a-Week Club 
will die still born (though we know 
it won't!); for even Vict:t:ola records 
can be a 'vital matter'.'' 
• • 
"The Beacon" of Rhode Island State 
College conducts a column called the 
"Poets' Corner." In the particular 
copy brought to our notice there 
appeared several jingles which we 
find far from being products of poets. 
Why not get some other name for the 
column, or get some poetry worthy 
of such a heading? 
THE TRIPOD 
TRUSTEES' REPORT. 
(Continued from page 3.) 
We see therefore that only six out 
of twenty-three are opposed to the 
second proposition, whereas nine are 
opposed to the first; fourteen are 
satisfied with the second, ten with, 
the first. I have tried to be conserv-
ative in my deductions; when one 
reads over the notes one feels (as I 
did while they were talking) tha~ 
there is a substantial majority for 
the second proposition and that the 
original small majority (said to be 
only one vote) is not any measure of 
the faculty's true preferences, while 
the recent symposium really ,does rep-
resent a prevailing preference, even 
more marked than is indicated by the 
bare figures. 
( 4) Though I have not interviewed 
aill tt/he faculty memberSr, there is 
reason to suppose that the express~d 
opinions of those I saw represent 
fairly enough the others. No sug-
gestion to the contrary has been 
heard." 
This was followed by numerous 
suggestions for re-arrangement of 
groups of study by members of the 
Faculty and the President. Meantime, 
and on January 25, 1929, arrived a 
letter from the Science members 
withdrawing their individual sugges-
tions made in their interviews and 
suggesting requirements "based on 
the sound educational philosophy' that 
a good education must have breadth 
as well as depth.'' 
Finally, on April 9, 1929, the 
Faculty voted to withdraw their rec-
ommendation adopted last April, and 
now more particularly stated in the 
letter of a Committee of the Faculty. 
Itl thus appears that they have moved 
effectively, though not perhaps con-
sistently, away from the position in 
the April, 1928, report, then some. 
what away from the "single A. B. 
degree" towards which they wer~ 
drifting. The intermediate positioi) 
would have left the classical stand-
ards undisturbed within the classical 
group, though with equality to other 
groups, and all subject to certain 
minimum requirements. Their own 
construction of the resolutions just 
adopted (Prof. Dadourian's Committee 
statement) is: 
"In effect to make it possible to 
place Trinity College on what is in 
quality a one degree basis, grant-
ing in general to all who complete 
the general course the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts; but they al-so 
reserve to the Faculty the privi-
lege, when a student so request~ 
it, or his work is preponderatingly 
scientific, to recommend such a 
student for the degree of Bachelor 
of Science." 
This statement is clear and fairly 
definite. We think it must be taken 
to represent the existing view of a 
strong majority of the Faculty, al-
though not so overwhelming, in its 
argument from predominant numbers, 
as indicated by the test vote of 19 to 
5, for the reason that the science and 
allied departments are more gene-
rously manned on the whole than the 
others. But the opinion in favor of 
a change thus definitely formulated 
is unmistakable and must be recog-
nied for that reason and because it 
is, as already said, the result of con-
siderable discussion. 
The arguments for and against its 
proposals, and the criticisms of them 
which have been already made, will 
be discussed later in this report under 
the head of analysis and discussion 
of the views of those interested to 
help our labors. 
Miscellaneous Material and Vie·ws. 
Various persons of whom we inquir-
ed sent us catalogues, pamphlets and 
books. We have a mass of unclassi-
fied material, mostly from the Pres-
ident or members of the Faculty, 
some mixed with data already refer-
red to under other heads. Among 
them are the regrouping tabulations, 
the class attendance tabulations, the 
psychological and other tabulations, 
and a report by Prof. Leonard on 
capacity to accommodate increased 
numbers, made at our request. We 
should offer special thanks in this 
connection for full co-.operation to the 
deans and professors of sister col-
leges to which we wrote, notably 
Dean Howes of Williams and Prof. 
Harrington of Wesleyan, to ex-Pres-
ident Olds of Amherst, to Dean Haw-
kes of Columbia, to Dr. Keppel of 
the Carnegie Foundation, to Doctor 
Moe of the Guggenheim Foundation, 
Chairman Powell of the Swarthmore 
Trustees, Prof. Gabriel of Yale, and 
to our President, the Dean, Professors 
Rogers, Barret, Dadourian Costello, 
Hutt and Leonard. We shall mention 
our Alumni separately, because our 
conferences with them came later; 
similarly with the Headmasters. 
One of the documents submitted to 
you, an interesting summary of Trin-
ity's entire problem, not merely that 
of studies, begins with the two sen-
tences: "The College is a business 
corporation. Has education to sell." 
The second proposition, at any rate, 
cannot be disputed, and should not 
be forgotten. The practical sugges-
tions of the Fellows and an unofficial 
committee emphasizing the matter of 
current demand, are most valuable 
and no doubt will be given weight. At 
this point, however, it seems appro-
priate to examine the other side of 
the shield. That incorrigible idealist 
Carl Schurz used to defend himself 
by observing that the navigator at 
sea is not disturbed by his inability 
to touch the stars which guide his 
course. In a recent number of "New 
York", H. deW. Fuller writes: 
"A college of liberal arts may 
rightly stipulate that knowledge 
which searches the fundamentals 
of human conduct and character is 
of far greater worth than knowl-
A REAL BOOK SHOP 
Edwin Valentine Mitchell 
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND 
PRINT DEALER. 
27 Lewis Street, Hartford. 
MAC'S MODERN 
BARBER SHOP 
Just Across the Line from 
Vernon Street 
Modern Sanitary Service, where onE 
saves time and money. 
A. NORMAN, Proprietor. 
361 ZION STREET. 
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS': 
Arranged by 
KEN MACKAY 
332 ASYLUM STREET 
Telephone 7-1157 
edge which merely plots out ave- ----------------
nues to materialistic success-that, 
in a word, philosophy broadly con-
ceived is of higher value than busi-
ness psychology. The pursuit of 
the absolute, the struggle to bridge 
that tantalizing gulf between 
theory and practice used to be a 
favorite occupation of midnight 
hours at college years ago. Let 
us hope that it has not become 
utterly unpopular today. After all, 
the college should bring men face to 
face with what, as Barrett Wendell 
has said, 'most of all wise men love 
to face-with the infinite realities 
that lie, and that must forever lie, 
beyond human ken,." 
Alumni Activity. 
Two bodies, one official and the 
other unofficial, have been most 
active, zealous, diligent and useful: 
CAMPUS 
BARBER SHOP 
Under New Mana&"emeat. 
GEORGE PAPPAS, Proprietor. 
JSt New Britain Avenue, Hartford. 
Opposite Trinity College. 
SLOSSBERG 
Tailorine: Parlor 
The well known Trinity Tailor 
B:igh Class and Fashionable Tailoring 
Dress Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty 
65 Lincoln Street, Hartford. 
Telephone 6·9162. 
the Board of Fello·Ns of the Trinity ---------------
College, and a committee stating that 
they represent the membership of 
certain fraternities. We have a repbrt 
from each. We deeply appreciate the 
co-operative spirit in which they were 
prepared and offered. The Fellows, 
expressly designated by the Charter 
as the official examiners of the Col-
lege and there described as a body 
to whom the Trustees "may commit 
the superintendence of the course of 
study and discipline," have met us in 
joint conference. 





CoLLEGE men-11repare for a profeu!OD of 
widening interest and opportunity. Recent teo 
search has enlarged the scope of every phase 
of dentistry. The field demands, more than 
ever before, men and women of abtlity, backed 
by superior training. Such traln!ng Tufts 
College Dental School offers to Its studenta. 
School opens on September 3U 1 1929. Our catalog may guide you in cnoosinl :roar 
career. For information address-
·) Da. WILLLUI RICB, D••• 
416 Huntiqton Avenue Bootoa, "'-
HES 
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES, 
TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS. SOLELY F'OR 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES 
~ c I 
([lrA~te~ JJf1 ouze 
Suits 540, 545, 550 Overcoats 
